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Learn how to create commercial-quality game art and make it come alive in a 3D engine! "Creating Game Art for 3D Engines" is the ideal guide for the serious student or aspiring animator who wants to learn how to create and successfully export game art, from simple shapes to full-blown characters. Using Autodesk® 3ds Max® to generate models and animations, and Torque as the 3D game engine, the book provides step-by-step instructions on how to model, unwrap, texture, rig, export, and script all of the essential art assets required for a game. Unlike other books that cover only art creation, Creating Game Art for 3D Engines teaches you how to create art specifically with the game engine in mind. All of the principles and techniques are universal and can be applied to any 3D software or game engine. Get ready to make your game ideas a reality! On the CD: -Sample characters and weapons -Sample pickups and script files -Screen captured movie tutorials -Trial version of the Torque Game Engine 

       About the Author

Brad Strong is a former Autodesk application engineer with over 18 years of experience using and teaching digital design software. He has taught courses in modeling, texturing, animation, and online game development, most recently for the Art Institute of Colorado. He is the president of 3dCognition, a game-based learning development studio, based in Sweden.
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Sustainability at the Cutting Edge, Second Edition: Emerging Technologies for low energy buildingsArchitectural Press, 2007
Sustainability at the Cutting Edge is an essential guide to understanding the future direction of sustainable technology. This fully updated new edition deals not only with current best practice and state of the art case studies, but with the very latest emerging technologies which will transform the relationship between buildings and energy....
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HP-UX 11i Internals (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2004
HP-UX under the hood: practical insight for optimization and troubleshooting
To maximize the performance, efficiency, and reliability of your HP-UX sysem, you need to know what's going on under the hood. HP-UX 11i Internals goes beyond generic UNIX internals, showing exactly how HP-UX works in PA-RISC environments. 

HP experts...
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High Performance MySQLO'Reilly, 2004
In High Performance MySQL you will  learn about MySQL indexing and optimization in depth so you  can make better use of these key features. You will learn  practical replication, backup, and load-balancing strategies  with information that goes beyond available tools to discuss  their effects in real-life...
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Pharmacodynamic Basis of Herbal MedicineCRC Press, 2001

	HERBAL MEDICINE FROM A WESTERN POINT OF VIEW

	

	Herbal remedies have become a major factor in American health care. Botanicals like Ginseng, Ma Huang, St. John's Wort, and Valerian are now household words throughout the world. Since many of these natural drugs are sold over the counter, often consumers mistakenly assume that...
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Fat Manifolds and Linear ConnectionsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The theory of connections is central not only in pure mathematics  (differential and algebraic geometry), but also in mathematical and  theoretical physics (general relativity, gauge fields, mechanics of continuum  media). The now-standard approach to this subject was proposed by  Ch. Ehresmann 60 years ago, attracting first mathematicians and...
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The Handbook of Nanotechnology: Business, Policy, and Intellectual Property LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"This Handbook is sure to become the ultimate sourcebook for everyone involved in the emerging field of nanotechnology. I would strongly recommend that any entrepreneur who wishes to begin a nanotechnology company and any investor who wishes to seek funding opportunities in nanotechnology read this work cover to cover. By providing the tools...
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